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                        Motivation  

KamLAND (KL) 2008: ~3σ geo-ν signal (*) 
Borexino   (BX) 2010: ~4σ geo-ν signal 
Each one in broad agreement with typical model expectations 
 Can we get more info by combining these precious data? 

*KamLAND 2010 geoneutrino data not yet included: reactor data 
  for the same exposure have been released only a few days ago.   



Global analysis: 
general aspects 



 Four geo-ν observables: rates (R) of U, Th events in KL and BX                                            

Energy spectrum of U and Th geo-ν 
    (for a flux of 106/cm2/s) 

… times absorption cross section 
    (for 1032 target protons) 

… plus energy resolution effects 
    (note Th+U peak and U tail) 

Areas under the curves (after ~energy-independent suppression 
due to neutrino flavor oscillations): R(U), R(Th) for KL and BX 



    Most general analysis includes world neutrino oscillation data: 

Parameter space = {oscill. param. | R(U)KL, R(Th)KL, R(U)BX, R(Th)BX } 

        Likelihood function maximized for parameter estimates.   
     E.g., if one is interested in neutrino mixing parameters, then  
      the geo-ν parameters are marginalized (=maximized away):   

   At this Workshop we are interested in the complementary case: 
 oscillation parameters marginalized away  focus on geoneutrinos 



   Separate 
KL, BX results 



(from S. 
Enomoto) 

KamLAND 2008 data analysis 

Indication of 
Th(+U?)peak 

No indication  
  of U tail 

We include Poisson statistics 
and account for five syst.’s 
of reactor and bkgd events    

Our analysis KL 2008 



From S. Enomoto 

KamLAND 2008 Our analysis 

        Results in terms of number of events 
            (U+Th total versus U-Th asymmetry) 

BS
E 

Good agreement 



Our results in another format (as advocated at Hawaii ’05):  
separate Th, U rates in TNU*,  with 1 dof contours** 

R(U)+R(Th)=0 
excluded at ~3σ

R(U)=0  
allowed at < 1σ

Large expt errors with 
negative correlation 

Model errors with strong  
positive correlations 
(small Th/U spread)   

Earth Model 

 *1 TNU= 1 event/1032 target protons/year  
**Projections of 1 dof, nσ contours on one axis give nσ ranges for the variable on that axis. 



Borexino 2010 data analysis (at fixed Th/U=3.9) 

BX 2010 Our analysis 

Good agreement 



Our results in another format (for unconstrained Th/U):  

1 

R(U)+R(Th)=0 
excluded at ~4σ

R(Th)=0  
allowed at < 1σ

Large expt errors with 
negative correlation 

Model errors with strong  
positive correlations 
(small Th/U spread)   



   Combined 
KL + BX results 



In order to combine KL and BX data, we must make assumptions 
linking the KL and BX signals. The more assumptions, the fewer  
free parameters (dof), the more model dependence. Our choices: 

    4 dof, no assumption: 

    Unconstrained  R(U)KL, R(Th)KL, R(U)BX, R(Th)BX  

    or, equivalently: R(Th+U)KL, (Th/U)KL, R(Th+U)BX, (Th/U)BX   

   3 dof, one assumption: KL and BX probe ~the same Th/U  
                                          (not necessarily equal to 3.9) 

    Unconstrained  R(Th+U)KL, R(Th+U)BX, Th/U     



2 dof, one more assumption: highly correlated KL and BX signals 
(assumed to scale by ~the same factor under Earth model variations) 

Unconstrained  R(Th+U)KL, Th/U   ( BX derived as ~1.15 KL)       

BX/KL total 
rate ratio: 

1.16 (“low”) 
1.15 (“ref”) 
1.11 (“high”) 



1 dof, one final assumption: Th/U=3.9 (fixed from chondrites) 

Unconstrained  parameter: only R(Th+U)KL 

Summary of cases and Ndof: 



Results: 1σ contours in the plane charted by total rate R vs Th/U   

Rates: BX>KL as expected 
KL: Th>0 favored, U=0 allowed 
BX: U>0 favored, Th=0 allowed 
Overlap of Th/U ranges 

Th/U: 1σ bounds emerge.  
Allowed range includes chondritic value 

Total rate: reduced uncertainty 

Total rate: further (slight) error reduction 

4 dof 

2 dof 

3 dof 

1 dof 



Results: N-σ bounds on Th/U 

 Some “hints” on Th/U ratio 
    at 1σ level,  

 E.g., ~2 < Th/U < ~40  

    But… upper/lower bounds  
    disappear at ~1.5σ. 

First steps of a long march…   



Results: N-σ bounds on R(Th+U) 

BX: ~4σ signal 
KL: ~3σ signal 

For correlated rates: 
KL+BX: ~5σ signal  

(~independently on Th/U assumptions) 



Finally: we have added fluxes from a hypothetical georeactor. 
Constraints on its power are ~independent on geoneutrino dof’s  
(georeactor spectrum is constrained mainly at higher energy) 

  We find at 2σ:  
  BX:         Pgeo < 4.1 TW          
  KL:         Pgeo < 6.7 TW  
  BX+KL:   Pgeo < 3.9 TW  

Our best limits: not competitive  
with official BX limit (<3 TW).  
Possible reason: we don’t include  
(unpublished) time information. 

Such information was shown to 
be relevant, e.g., in the analysis  
of earlier KL reactor data       

 With time info 

 No time info 

[Fogli, Lisi, Palazzo, Rotunno, hep-ph/0505081] 



   Discussion 



Summary of numerical results for the 4 cases 

Typical BSE ranges for total expected rates: 

                        29-41 TNU (KL) 
                        34-48 TNU (BX) 

Results favor the upper end of these ranges. 



Total Th+U rates R are positively correlated with total Th+U heat H  

“guaranteed”  
   minimum  
 from crust 

“fully radiogenic”  
     upper limit 



If we use, e.g., R(Th+U)KL=48±11 TNU from the most constrained case (1 dof)… 

…then: relatively high H, in excess of “crust only” minimum, favored at 1σ  

Best fit rate 

+1σ

-1σ



Note: KL 2010 data also appear to favor nonzero mantle contribution 
at 1σ and - thanks to reduced errors – to disfavor fully radiogen. case 

T. Mitsui @ NOW 2010 
and I. Shimizu here  



Data-2008:   PRL100,221803  Data-2010:   Neutrino2010 

preliminary 

Also: some indication for U tail in KamLAND 2010 data 

T. Mitsui @ NOW 2010 and I. Shimizu here  



KamLAND 2010 results in (Th, U) plane 

T. Mitsui @ NOW 2010 and I. Shimizu here  



Reasonable to assume that several quantities (e.g., Th/U ratios  
and/or total rates) are highly correlated among experiments  
at different sites.  

            However: difficult to quantify such statements. 

Local contributions tend to spoil correlations. Also, overall 
scaling assumptions may be too naïve. Need covariance analysis.     

“

”

Still far from GERM goal… 

This goal must be reached to make best use of multiple sites data…  



Experiment 1 
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Correlation of theoretical rates relevant for model testing 

E.g., the combination of two experimental data might be 
inconsistent with a model, even if each datum is separately 
consistent with the model. 



Take two independent Gaussian variables, say, X, Y, with some errors. 
Scatter plot of Y/X vs X: trivial negative correlation with no physical  
             relevance! (correlation would be positive for X/Y vs X) 
“Correlation” here is an artifact, due to non-independent coordinates.     

Covariance issues sometimes misrepresented in geochemistry. Typical 
example: claiming correlations where there may be none (“ratio plots)”.   

In scatter plots of ratios,  
where one variable appear  
on both axes (at numerator  
or denominator),  a trivial  
(+/-) correlation is expected. 

A physical one can be claimed  
only if it’s demonstrated to be  
in excess of the trivial one.  



Countless ratio plots in geochemistry with claims of correlations…  
                      … without checks of triviality.  



KL and BX data offer the first opportunity to combine geoneutrino 
results at different sites. Hints about Th/U, heat, mantle contrib. 
But: any combination requires some model-dependent assumptions.  

When geoneutrino data will become precise enough to really impact  
on Earth sciences, a careful evaluation of the underlying model  
assumptions and of error covariances will become mandatory. In 
the meantime, approximate prospective analyses would be useful.    

CONCLUSIONS 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION 

 Assumption: none 

 Assumption: same Th/U 

KL & BX 


